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Al~traet--In this short paper, a modified form of the AGE iterative algorithm for solving a tridiagonal 
system of linear equations is presented. The new algorithm is shown to require reduced computational 
effort and have similar convergence and stability properties to the previous AGE scheme. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear system, 
Ax=b,  
where A is a non-singular tridiagonal matrix of order n, i.e. 
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with d~>~a~+c+, i = 1,2 . . . .  ,n, and at - -cn=0;  
b ffi (bl, b: . . . . .  b,)' and x = (xl, x: . . . . .  x,)' are the augmented column vector and the unknown 
column vector, respectively. 
As before, we split the matrix A into the sum of two matrices G1 and Gs where, 
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(2) 
where d~ = d~/2, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , n, Gt and G2 satisfy the condition Gt + rI  and G2 + r l  are non-singular 
for any r > 0. Then, we consider the modified AGE (MAGE), scheme, 
(Gt + rI)x <k+ i/2) = Gt - (Gt - r l )x  ~k), (3a) 
(G2 + r I )x ck + t) ffi [~2 - (G2 - r l )x  (k + i/2), (3b) 
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where b = 5m + li2 is written in an arbitrary manner• The solut ion vector is then x = y + z where 
x(k)~y and x (k+ u2)--.z [1]. 
By fo l lowing Ref. [2], x <k+ ~/2) and x (~+ ~) can be expressed in explicit form as, 
- Xl (k+ 1 [0~2 (b l  - -  [31Xl - -  Cl x2)  - -  Cl (b2  - a2x l  - -  [32x2)]fl (k) 
x2 [ - -a2(b l  - -  [3Ix1 - -  cl x2)  + og (b2 - a2x l  - [3~x2)]f l  
X3 
X4 
X n _ 
Xn 
[~4(b3 - -  [33X3 - -  C3X4)  - -  c3(b 4 - -  a4x  3 - -  [34x4) ] f3  
[ -a4(b  3 - -  [33X3 - -  C3X4)  --1- ~3(b4  - a4x  3 - [34x4) ] f3  
[a , , (b , , _ ,  - [3,,_ ,x . _ ]  - c , , _ ,  x , , )  - c , , _ ,  (b, ,  - a .x . _ ,  - [3 , ,x , , ) ] f . , _ ,  
[ -a . (b . _ ,  - [3 . _  lXn_ l  - -  Cn_ ,X . )  "[- O~ n_  , (b .  - a .x . _  , - [3 .x . ) ] f . _  
(4a) 
and 
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Xn 
where 
and 
(k+l )  -(bl - 8~ x,) /~l  
[oq (b2 - f12 x2 - c2 x3)  - c2 (b3 - a3 x2 - f13 XH)]f2 
[ -a3(b2  - 82x2 - c2x3) + ot2(b3 - a3x2 - 83 x3) ] f2  
[~._, (b . _ :  - [3n_:x~_z - c~_zX._ l  ) - c . _~(b ._  l - an_ ,x . _ ,  - f in_  lX~_ I )]L-  z 
[-a._,(b._~-[3._~x~_~-c~_ x~_ ~) + o,~_ ~(b._ ~ - a~_ lX~_ ~-~._ ,x . _  l)]f~- ~ 
(b. - ~. x.) /~. 
k+ 1/2 
, 4(b) 
a, a, 
g,=-~+r  and f l i= -~- r ,  i=1 ,2  . . . . .  n, 
f i  = 1 / (o t io~i+ l - -a i+ lC i )  , i = 1,2  . . . . .  n - -  1. 
Equations (4a) can be derived f rom the computat ional  molecule shown in Fig. 1 and the fol lowing 
equations: 
x(k+ ~/2~ = A~xlk) + B x <k) + E, (Sa) i i i+ l  
and 
x(k+ 1/2) = ~ vfk) ~ ~ r(k) -t-/~i+ l+1  " l i~ i  ~ u i "z+l  1, (Sb) 
i i+1 i i+1 
( k+,.~. } ? (k+t) 
(#) ~ (k) 
F ig .  1. Exp l i c i t  computational molecule F ig .  2. Exp l i c i t  computational molecule 
for the (k + ½)th sweep, for the (k + l)th sweep. 
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where 
and 
At= (c,a,+| - ~t,+|fl,~. B,= (fl,+l - xi+t)c,f, 
E~ =(oti+ |b~ - cib~+ |~ (6a) 
,4i+ | = ( f l , -  o~i)ai+ tf~, I~,+ | = (ai+ | c i -  otifli+ |~,  
Ei+|=(ot ib~+|-ai+lbi~, for i=1 ,3 ,5 , . . . ,n -1  (6b) 
Similarly, the explicit computational molecule for the (k + l)th sweep given by equation (4b) is 
given in Fig. 2 and by the following equations: 
x(k  + l) (k + I/2) .~_ /-~ ,~(k + I./2) _L. ,IU' 
i = C ix i  "~'i'~i+ 1 r • i (7a) 
and 
where 
and 
and i = n, 
x(k+ l) ~i+l~C(k+l /2 ) . . i . _~)  ~(k + 1/2) _l_ ~ 
i+1 "~- - - i  ~ i+  1"~'i+ I T J t ' i+]~ 
C, = (cia, +1 - -  t~ i  + I ~g).~l. D, = (fl,+| -- o t ,+| )c i f .  
Fi =(oti+ |b , -  c, bi+ |)fi 
d i+ l  = (~i -  o~i)ai+|fi, Di+ l = (a,+|c, -  ct, fl,+|~, 
l~i+|=(otibi+l-ai+lbiff~i, for i=2 ,4 , . . . ,n -2 ;  
C |=0 Dl=--fll/Oq and F l=bl /~|  
(7b) 
(8a) 
with i -- 0, (8b) 
C, = -fl./~q, D, = 0 and F, = b,/cq. (8c) 
Thus, the MAGE algorithm can be completed explicitly by the application of equations (5) and 
(7) in alternate sweeps until a suitable convergence to a specified level of accuracy E is achieved. 
Solve the system, 
2. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
4X! - -  X 2 = b I , 
- -X i - |  + 4Xi - -  Xt+t = bi, / - -2 ,3  . . . . .  n - - l ,  
- -x . _  | + 4x .  = b . ,  
when the constant vector b is given random values. 
Table 1 shows the results obtained, the convergence t st used was the absolute test with the 
maximum error E = 10 -4. A computer program for the modified algorithm can be easily derived 
from Ref. [2] with only a few minor changes. 
Table 1 
Order of Iteration No. of 
matrix, parameter, iterations, 
n • k 
I0 1.3~1.92 5 
1.3~1.82 5 
30 1.3~1.82 5 
1.3~1.82 5 
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3. THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHM 
The computational complexity for this algorithm can be easily shown from the above method 
to be 4 multiplications and 4 additions per point for each iteration, with an additional 6 
multiplications and 3 additions before the first iteration for the evaluation of the constants, 
assuming that a, c and d remain constant and hence f is also constant. 
Hence, for the above (model) problem, the total number of arithmetic operations required for 
a solution by the MAGE algorithm is 
20 n + 6 multiplications and 20 n + 3 additions. 
On the other hand, to solve this problem using the AGE algorithm and the direct ridiagonal system 
solver, we require respectively [2], 
40 n + 2 multiplications and 40 n + 3 additions 
and 
5 n multiplications and 3 n additions. 
By comparing the MAGE and the AGE algorithms, it can be noticed that the amount of work 
is reduced by nearly 50%. Also, since for the solution of non-linear problems, an outer iterative 
strategy is involved then the application of the MAGE iterative algorithm is of immense practical 
importance. 
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